
It’s important to poin

of lawyers’ ethics as 

The Rules of lawyers’ ethics are

s, Rules of lawyers’ ethics and Bar associations’ statutes. 

low “quality” of legislation which comes into force 



We suppose that the main principles of lawyers’ ethic lient’s interests priority or 

practice; principle of responsibility for violation of lawyers’ ethics rules.

Additionally, relationships “ ”

–

According to the Law “On Judicial System and Status of Judges”

the full title “Institute of Advocacy at Taras Shevchenko National University Of Kyiv”
or rector №113 on December 12, 2011 was 

fundamental, social and functional orientation, special component includes training in four directions (“civil 
proceedings”, “criminal proceedings and proceedings in cases about administrative offenses”, “administrative 
proceedings”, “commercial proceedings”).



–

f special lawyers’ 
–

Students have a possibility to learn on the base of certain “real” cases in 
learn the following disciplines: “Representation and defense of 

ategories of cases in court”, “Speech in court”, “Forensics (
)”

st importing feature in Academy’s of advocacy of Ukraine training program is that students during 
–

As it follows from Art. 69 Law “On the Judicial System and Status of Judges” special training for a 

In accordance with Art.6 Law “On the Bar and legal practice” a natural person can be an attorney if they 

Joint program of European Commission and Council of Europe “Transparency and efficiency of the judicial 
system of Ukraine”. 



“Combating ill treatment and impunity”, which is carr

“Providing effective implementation of European Convention on Human Rights 
”

Council of Europe “Transparency, independence and efficiency 
of the judicial system and increasing in access to justice by all citizens of Ukraine”, which is aimed to promote 

Current legislation doesn’t provide any procedural instrument

Ukrainian laws don’t provide any possibility for judges and lawyers to come to an agreement concerning 

ction of lawyers’ demands, claims. The Civil 

Though reasoning ruling on refusal in satisfaction of a claim doesn’t prevent this claim to be applied on the 



Legislature of Ukraine doesn’t provide any legal instruments which potentially could be used by lawyers to 

the Bar is a particular “buffer” which counterbalance civil society’s interests with requirements and 

participants of the proceedings, but to prevent violation of these rights by other participants. Judge shouldn’t 
concerning case before it’s time to consider a decision.

judge should show “tactfulness, affability, moderation and respect for participants in proceedings and others”.

that. Herewith the Code doesn’t contains any provisions concerning qualification of a lawyer. Besides that judges 

On the other side, lawyer shouldn’t ignore violations of law, indelicate and contemptuous attitude of court or 

54 of the Rules of lawyers’ ethics. 

The Rules of lawyers’ ethics 
defending clients’ interests in court, to maintain their independence 



Court doesn’t admit a settlement in a case with a representative (appropriate adult), if his actions 

–

enlighten mass media on their general actions, if it won’t interfere the secrecy 
of investigation and won’t bar current proceedings.


